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Background: Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) and their associated mappings play a central role in
several decision support systems. However, by virtue of knowledge evolution, KOS entities are modiﬁed
over time, impacting mappings and potentially turning them invalid. This requires semi-automatic meth-
ods to maintain such semantic correspondences up-to-date at KOS evolution time.
Methods: We deﬁne a complete and original framework based on formal heuristics that drives the adap-
tation of KOS mappings. Our approach takes into account the deﬁnition of established mappings, the evo-
lution of KOS and the possible changes that can be applied to mappings. This study experimentally
evaluates the proposed heuristics and the entire framework on realistic case studies borrowed from
the biomedical domain, using ofﬁcial mappings between several biomedical KOSs.
Results: We demonstrate the overall performance of the approach over biomedical datasets of different
characteristics and sizes. Our ﬁndings reveal the effectiveness in terms of precision, recall and F-measure
of the suggested heuristics and methods deﬁning the framework to adapt mappings affected by KOS evo-
lution. The obtained results contribute and improve the quality of mappings over time.
Conclusions: The proposed framework can adapt mappings largely automatically, facilitating thus the
maintenance task. The implemented algorithms and tools support and minimize the work of users in
charge of KOS mapping maintenance.
 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction established between interrelated entities, making mappingsOver the last decade, several Knowledge Organization Systems
(KOSs) have been produced and published. KOSs encompass all
types of conceptual models for expressing computer-interpretable
knowledge like classiﬁcations, categorizations, taxonomies, the-
sauri, ontologies, etc. [17]. Many domain applications exploit their
capabilities for the improvement of various purposes ranging from
information retrieval to data management and sharing.
The size of domain knowledge often requires the use of several
KOSs whose entities are explicitly linked through mappings [12].
KOS mappings play a key role for enabling the interoperability
between information systems because they allow software to
semantically interpret data annotated by different KOSs. Thus, the
performance of software applications that integrate domain data
based on several KOSs highly depends on the quality of mappings.
Changes like the removal or modiﬁcation of KOS’s entities (e.g.,
concepts) [16] can potentially impact existing mappingssemantically invalid [11]. This problem affects underlying software
relying on mappings, which prevents them from fully exploiting
mappings with accuracy in the mentioned tasks where mappings
play a central role. This underlines the relevance of mappings,
and shows a clear need to update them every time a KOS evolves,
to ensure consistency between the cross-referenced KOSs and to
keep reliability over time.
To keep mappings updated manually requires huge efforts.
Current biomedical KOSs contain a large number of concepts, which
reﬂects on the number of mappings established. Biomedical KOSs
usually contain hundreds of thousands of concepts interconnected
via mappings. Analyzing every single mapping by hand to check
their semantic consistency requires enormous time and human
resources. Human experts could manually perform this on small
KOSs, with a restricted number of mappings, but large and highly
dynamic KOSs, like those of the biomedical domain, demand appro-
priate methods and automatic tools.
To avoid the burden of manual intervention, KOS engineers and
experts might delete the whole set of mappings each time a new
version of a KOS is released, and re-apply existing matching
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periodical and fast release of new KOS versions makes this
approach very inefﬁcient because the alignment task remains
error-prone, and requires tremendous time and efforts to complete
and evaluate the resulting mappings due to the large number of
possible correspondences between biomedical KOSs. The fact of
deleting the whole set of mappings wastes the entire work already
performed to validate the created mappings.
To prevent deleting the whole set of mappings requires know-
ing which mappings are affected by KOS evolution. This may help
domain experts only repairing mappings inﬂuenced by KOS
changes. However, this forces identifying changes affecting KOS’s
entities, determining cases where KOS changes impact mappings,
and providing methods for modifying mappings accordingly,
which remains unknown in literature. Therefore, to avoid the
costly KOS re-alignment process [12] and to guide humans in the
laborious task of maintaining mappings up-to-date requires novel
supporting tools with semi-automatic approaches to keep map-
pings semantically valid over time.
Although literature has suggested methods to create and main-
tain mappings as well as how to manage KOS evolution, the
described problematic has motivated us to propose novel alterna-
tives to address the reconciliation of dynamic KOSs (semi-) auto-
matically, which may decrease time, human efforts and the costs
of maintain mappings up-to-date.
In this article, we present a complete and original framework,
named DyKOSMap, for adapting KOS mappings. We propose a set
of formally deﬁned heuristics that drive the mapping adaptation
process. This approach aims to provide the adequate correlations
between KOS change patterns and mapping adaptation actions
(MAAs). In summary, we make the following contributions:
 We describe a novel framework for mapping adaptation. This
speciﬁes the components deﬁning our original approach. We
propose mapping adaptation algorithms implemented in the
framework, and it introduces techniques to handle two given
evolving KOSs.
 Inspired by the ﬁndings from our previous empirical analyses
[10], we model a set of heuristics into the framework, express-
ing conditions suited to guide decisions on mapping adaptation
according to the proposed MAAs.
 This study provides a set of experiments to show the relevance
for mapping maintenance of the proposed framework with the
heuristics for adapting mappings. Our case study is based on the
use of several versions of large biomedical KOSs and their asso-
ciated set of mappings. We compare whether the adapted map-
pings as the resulted MAAs based on the heuristics match the
evolution of the ofﬁcial set of mappings.
We organize the remainder of this article as follows: Section 2
formalizes the addressed problem and presents the related work.
Section 3 describes the DyKOSMap framework including the princi-
ples and techniques underlying the framework, while Section 4
reports on the implemented methods for mapping adaptation
within the proposal. Afterwards, Section 5 presents the experimen-
tal validation conducted, and the obtained results. We then discuss
several aspects of our approach and ﬁndings in Section 6, prior to
concluding this article and outlining directions for future work.2. Mapping maintenance
This section introduces the basic deﬁnitions that support our
proposal and the problem addressed. We also present the existing
approaches for the studied problem.2.1. Preliminary deﬁnitions and notations
A KOS K explicitly speciﬁes a conceptualization [15]. More
speciﬁcally, it describes a conceptualization of a domain by means
of concepts, attributes and relationships. The deﬁnition adopted in
this article considers a KOS K as a set of concepts interrelated by
various relationships, e.g., ‘‘is-a’’, ‘‘part-of’’, ‘‘related-to’’, etc. We
deﬁne a set of concepts of a KOS K at time j, such that j 2 N, as
CðK jÞ ¼ fc ji ji 2 Ng. Each concept, characterized by a set of attri-
butes, has a unique identiﬁer and a set of relationships with other
concepts of the same KOS.
We deﬁne the set of attributes deﬁning a concept c as
AðcÞ ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang (e.g., name, deﬁnition, synonym, etc.). The
attributes can differ from one KOS to another, but in general each
attribute describing a concept has a name and an associated value.
For example, the attribute value ‘‘cardio_vascular_diseases’’ is the
label of a concept. We deﬁne ai:name and ai:value, but from now
on we use ai to denote ai:value to simplify. Each attribute has par-
ticular semantics. For instance, the attribute ‘‘label’’ is used for
denoting concepts’ title or the attribute ‘‘deﬁnition’’ is used for giv-
ing the meaning of a concept in a particular context. In some situ-
ations, we can have equivalent attributes in terms of meanings, e.g.,
attribute ‘‘hypotension’’ is equivalent to ‘‘low_blood_pressure’’
because they are used to denote the same concept.
We deﬁne the set of relationships of concept c as
RðcÞ ¼ fr1; r2; . . . ; rmg. Each relationship ri 2 RðckÞ is typically a cou-
ple ri ¼ ðtype; chÞ, where type denotes the relationship symbol (e.g.,
‘‘is-a’’, ‘‘part-of’’, ‘‘related-to’’, etc.) used to interconnect the concept
ck to the concept ch.
The context of a concept ca in the KOS stands for a set of super
concepts, sub concepts and sibling concepts, as follows:
CTðcaÞ ¼ supðcaÞ [ subðcaÞ [ sibðcaÞ ð1Þ
where
supðcaÞ ¼ fcbjcb 2 CðKÞ; ca@cb ^ ca – cbg
subðcaÞ ¼ fcbjcb 2 CðKÞ; cb@ca ^ ca – cbg
sibðcaÞ ¼ fcbjcb 2 CðKÞ; supðcbÞ \ supðcaÞ– ; ^ ca R supðcbÞg
ð2Þ
where ca@cb means that ‘‘ca is a sub concept of cb’’ via an ‘‘is-a’’ rela-
tionship. We deﬁne the context of a particular concept ca
(cf. Eq. (2)), denoted as CTðcaÞ, as the set of concepts in the neighbor-
hood of ca, i.e., direct parents, direct children and sibling concepts.
This excludes concepts linked to ca by other relationships than
‘‘is-a’’ relationship. In our previous investigation on mapping evolu-
tion [10], we have in fact pointed out that concepts outside their
context have a very low impact on mapping evolution and are thus
less relevant for this study. We present the notations used in this
article in Table 1.
Given two KOSs namely KS and KT , we deﬁne KS as the source
KOS and KT the target KOS of mappings. A mapping m
j
st , estab-
lished at time j, between two concepts c js 2 CðK jSÞ (namely source
concept) and c jt 2 CðK jTÞ (namely target concept) is given by:
mjst ¼ ðc js ; c jt ; semType jÞ ð3Þ
where semTypej 2 f?;;6;P;g refers to the semantic relation
between c js and c
j
t . In this article, we differentiate relation from rela-
tionship for readability reasons by considering that the former refers
to a mapping while the latter to a KOS. The? stands for unmappable,
[] equivalent, [6] more speciﬁc than, [P] less speciﬁc than and []
partially matched, respectively. For instance, concepts can be equiv-
alent (e.g., ‘‘torso’’  ‘‘trunk’’), one concept can be less or more speci-
ﬁc than the other (e.g., ‘‘lower limbs’’ 6‘‘limb segment’’) or concepts
Table 1
Notations. This table shows the relevant notations for this study and their
descriptions.
Notation Description
ai Attribute ai denoted by a string
ai:name Attribute name (string)
ai:value Attribute value (string)
a ji
Attribute ai at time j
Aðc jkÞ Aet of attributes of the concept ck at time j
Rðc jkÞ Aet of relationships of the concept ck at time j
CðK jÞ Aet of concepts of the KOS K at time j
CTðc jkÞ The set of super, sub and siblings concepts (neighborhood)
refers to the context of concept ck
Wða ji Þ Set of words/tokens from attribute value ai:value at time j
M jST Set of mappings between KOS KS and KT at time j
Actðc jkÞ Set of attributes from all concepts of the context of c jk
topAðcs; ct ;nÞ This refers to the n most relevant attributes between cs and ct
deﬁning a given mapping mst
simðai; aeÞ Similarity between two attribute values returning a value 2 R
from 0 to 1
Fig. 1. The mapping maintenance problem. This ﬁgure presents the deﬁnition of the
studied problem. The blue rectangles represent the KOSs before and after evolution.
The striped lines represent the set of mappings deﬁned between source and target.
The arrows from up to down express the KOS evolution as a set of KOS changes
(diff). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Example of the problem with biomedical KOS. This ﬁgure presents an example o
presented on the legend on the right side. The striped lines express the mappings connec
KOS K0S evolves to a new version K
1
S .
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set of different mappings at time j between KOS KS and KT .
2.2. Problem statement
The evolution of a KOS [22] in terms of atomic or complex
changes affecting its entities may invalidate previously determined
mappings [11]. In other words, given a mapping mjst , due to the
modiﬁcations affecting the concept c js or c
j
t , the type of semantic
relation semTypejst no longer represents the correct semantic link
between c js and c
j
t .
Fig. 1 presents the general scenario of the investigated mapping
maintenance problem. Since we consider KOS evolution, we exam-
ine different versions of each KOS. Given two versions of the same
source KOS, namely K0S at time j and K
1
S at time jþ 1, we always
have at least one target KOS KT and an initial set of valid mappings
M0ST between K0S and K0T at time j.
If KS or KT evolves, represented by a set of KOS change opera-
tions (diff), we need to determine the set of updated mappings
M1ST , since the evolution probably impacts mappings in M0ST . We
can have a simpliﬁed view of this scenario considering the evolu-
tion of only one KOS per time. We assume that the target KOS
remains unchanged (i.e., K0T  K1T  KT) while the source evolves
(or vice versa). The results of the mapping maintenance task consist
in a set of up-to-date mappings inM1ST .
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a problematic scenario with the
evolution of biomedical KOSs. The concept ‘‘diabetes’’ in K0S corre-
sponds to the concept named ‘‘diabetes’’ in K0T . Similarly,
‘‘Hematologic neoplasm’’ and ‘‘blood cancer’’ are stated as equiva-
lent. The evolution of K0S affects both concepts in K
1
S . In K
1
S (i.e.,
new version of KS), the concept ‘‘Hematologic neoplasm’’ is deleted
and the concept ‘‘diabetes’’ is split into ‘‘diabetes type I’’ and ‘‘dia-
betes type II’’. We therefore need to maintain existing mappings
affected by KOS evolution whose deﬁnition depends on the chan-
ged concepts.
Note that the total removal of a concept consists in a relatively
easy case of handling mapping maintenance, because we can pro-
pose to remove mappings. However, scenarios where only some
concept attributes are removed or their values are changed, create
more challenging circumstance for deciding on a possible action to
guarantee an up-to-date state for mappings.f the mapping maintenance problem. We depict concepts as circles with their label
ting two distinct concepts. The dotted squares represent the limits of the KOSs. The
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We distinguish three main categories of approaches that can
address mapping maintenance under evolving KOSs [4]. The ﬁrst
one is based on a revision of mappings by identifying and repairing
invalid correspondences [24,18]. This category proposes to auto-
matically debug mappings between expressive KOSs (like ontolo-
gies) to eliminate inconsistencies caused by erroneous mappings,
by means of logical diagnostic reasoning. These techniques can
be applied to detect invalid mappings when a KOS evolves.
However, logically expressive KOSs requiring a high level of for-
malization are needed for this purpose, which is not always the
case especially for some particular domains like the biomedical.
The second category relies on KOS alignment methods perform-
ing a full or a partial recalculation of mappings. While the former
does not consider any information from either KOS evolution or
established mappings, the latter aims at exploring changes in
KOS to avoid performing unnecessary matching calculations to
maintain the mappings up-to-date [21]. The fact of deleting the
whole set of mappings wastes the entire work already performed
to validate the created mappings. If large KOSs are frequently
released, the full recalculation of mappings becomes less effective
than a partial recalculation approach because realigning KOS, as
well as validating the new alignments, so far represents a big chal-
lenge for methods of mapping calculation [25].
The third category concerns approaches that attempt to adapt
mappings based on KOS evolution. The ﬁrst propositions appeared
in the context of database schema mappings [27]. KOS changes
are used to support mapping adaptation avoiding performing cal-
culations for realigning KOSs. Tang & Tang [26] proposed a
method whose objective was to ﬁnd the minimal impact of KOS
change propagation. Differently, Martins & Silva [23] suggested
that evolution of mappings should behave similarly with the
strategies applied for KOS evolution, but in this approach map-
pings are only adapted when concepts are removed, which is a
serious limitation.
The approach developed in this article follows the third cate-
gory and proposes a more ﬂexible method to adapt mappings
affected by KOS changes. The state-of-the-art techniques mostly
deal with changes at the concept level, remaining thus inefﬁcient
for handling mapping adaptation when only concept attributes
are affected by KOS changes. Complementary, our approach studies
a more appropriated characterization of changes affecting KOS
entities, and explore this as source of information to improve the
quality of the adapted mappings.
Our research has originally approached mapping adaptation
highlighting different aspects such as: the role of KOS changes,
the importance of identifying those KOS entities the deﬁnition of
established mappings relies on, as well as the modiﬁcation of the
semantic relationships expressed in mappings [5]. Nevertheless,
it still lacks an entire workﬂow for semi-automatic mapping
adaptation.
More speciﬁcally, our previous investigations have paved the
way to support a novel mapping adaptation method. Firstly, we
have proposed a set of Change Patterns (CPs) together with recog-
nition algorithms [1,6] to characterize, at the level of concepts’
attributes, the evolution of concepts from the syntactic and seman-
tic point of view, which is the originality of our approach. These
change patterns are suitable to address the mapping maintenance
problem. Furthermore, we have analyzed and deﬁned a set of
Mapping Adaptation Actions (MAAs) to specify the possible adapta-
tion behaviors that can be performed on mappings to make them
evolve [7,14]. Their originality relies on the fact that simple actions
are combined to compose more complex ones. However, consider-
ing both notions independently remains inefﬁcient and insufﬁcient
for the maintenance of mappings.In this article, we make an original contribution to correctly
associate CPs with MAAs via formal heuristics in order to provide
the best possible adaptation of mappings according to the changes
affecting KOS entities. The heuristics explore the CPs to make deci-
sions over MAAs. Moreover, MAAs, change patterns and heuristics
are duly combined in a completely novel framework with speciﬁc
and novel techniques and algorithms to implement mapping adap-
tation. Furthermore, we originally contribute with thorough exper-
imental evaluations that examine the quality of mapping
adaptation by executing the framework with real-world datasets.3. The DyKOSMap framework
This section presents our approach to mapping adaptation in
the proposed framework. We start presenting the DyKOSMap over-
view (Section 3.1). We then go into details presenting the explored
mapping adaptation actions and KOS change patterns. Section 3.4
presents the deﬁned formal heuristics to make decisions on the
mapping adaptation actions.3.1. Framework overview
Fig. 3 illustrates the DyKOSMap framework integrating the pro-
posed components to adapt KOS mappings. This framework pro-
vides the relationships between the modules from the three
major aspects considered in the approach: KOS evolution, mapping
interpretation and mapping adaptation.
The framework foresees the set of mappings M0ST as input
requiring maintenance. In addition, the source and target KOSs
(K0S and K
0
T) interrelated by the input mappings are used. The
framework also demands the new release versions of source and/
or target KOS (K1S and K
1
T ). bf KOS changes. The KOS changes com-
ponent accounts for recognizing instances of KOS changes and pat-
terns given two KOS versions. In this component, we integrate for
implementation reasons the COnto-Diff tool [16] including our
change pattern recognition algorithms [6] (cf. A in Fig. 3). Given
two versions of the same KOS (e.g., K0S and K
1
S ), this component pro-
vides a KOS diff, consisting in a set of KOS changes (cf. B). The map-
ping adaptation method explores the KOS diff to determine the
unaffected part of mappings. In our studies, the designed heuristics
explore the deﬁned change patterns.
Mapping interpretation. This component stands for the analy-
sis of mappings to interpret them and to detect the relevant KOS
entities [2] (cf. C in Fig. 3). The adaptation workﬂow demands this
analysis for all mappings that require maintenance.
Mapping adaptation. The proposed approach to adapt map-
pings requires both interpreted mappings and instances of KOS
changes (diff) and patterns. The mapping adaptation module relies
on the designed heuristics (cf. D in Fig. 3) to select and apply the
mapping adaptation actions (cf. E). We have investigated the tech-
niques suited to adapt mappings according to the mapping adapta-
tion actions based on the information from KOS changes and
interpretation of mappings. Firstly, the mapping adaptation com-
ponent selects the affected mappings (cf. F). This extracts further
statements related to KOS changes and patterns generating action
arguments and predicates. The selection of actions (cf. G) relies on
the modeled heuristics and the extracted information to determine
the mapping adaptation actions and thus to apply them (cf. H).
Section 4 provides details of this process.
The output from the framework refers to a set of up-to-date
mappingsM1ST and a set of conﬂict mappings ﬁltered by the adap-
tation method. The latter set of mappings needs the validation by
domain experts. Section 4.1 reports on the way mappings are
assigned as conﬂict based on source and target KOS evolution.
Fig. 3. The DyKOSMap framework. This ﬁgure shows the relationships among the components composing the DyKOSMap framework. This presents the main elements
involved with KOS changes, mapping interpretation and mapping adaptation (the striped rectangles). The elements in blue rectangles express executable elements where
some input turns into output. The orange rounded rectangles represent design time elements. The input and output artefacts (KOSs and mappings) are in the dotted rounded
rectangles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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expressing the entire mapping adaptation workﬂow.
3.2. Mapping adaptation actions
Our previous experiments on observing the evolution of map-
pings [10] allow us to indicate some well-delineated behaviors of
mapping changes that can be applicable for mapping adaptation.
The empirical observations have inspired us, and we propose to
express behaviors of mapping adaptation as Mapping Adaptation
Actions (MAAs).
We model six distinct actions from empirical observations that
represent different possibilities for adapting mappings: AdditionM,
RemoveM,MoveM, DeriveM,ModSemTypeM and NoAction. In the fol-
lowing, we formally describe each action. To this end, letm0st 2 M0ST
(resp. m1st 2 M1ST ) be the mapping between two particular concepts
c0s 2 CðK0S Þ (resp. c1s 2 CðK1S Þ) and c0t 2 CðK0TÞ (resp. c1t 2 CðK1TÞ) at
time j (resp. jþ 1). Moreover, we suppose that ct remains totally
unchanged, while the concept cs evolves from one KOS version toFig. 4. Mapping adaptation actions. This ﬁgure presents examples of mapping adaptation
beforeM0ST and after evolutionM1ST .another. We use the combination of identiﬁers from source and
target concepts to recognize each distinct mapping. Fig. 4 presents
an illustration of the proposed mapping adaptation actions.
Addmapping. This stands for an atomic action through which a
new mapping m1st is added toM1ST:
AdditionMðmstÞ!
m0st R M0ST ;
m1st 2M1ST
(
ð4Þ
Remove mapping. This refers to an atomic action through
which a mapping m0st is deleted fromM0ST :
RemoveMðmstÞ!
m0st 2 M0ST
m1st R M1ST
(
ð5Þ
Move mapping. InMoveM the source concept cs of the mapping
is replaced by another concept cq. This refers to a composed action
for which an existing mapping from M0ST is re-allocated in M1ST ,
thus the source concept is different. This action plays a central role
for adapting mappings, by reusing an existing mapping which canactions illustrating their behavior. For each action, the ovals express a mapping set
158 J.C. Dos Reis et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 55 (2015) 153–173be considered invalid inM1ST due to KOS changes affecting cs. The
mapping is thus adapted considering its CTðc1s Þ when handling the
evolution of the source KOS. Note that the context of the target
might be considered when the evolution of the target KOS is
addressed (cf. Section 4.1). When concept c1s does not exist in
CðK1S Þ, we get its context at time jþ 1 via concepts in CTðc0s Þ (i.e.,
we look for concepts from CTðc0s Þ that still exist at time jþ 1). In
the following, we present a real example of MoveM.
From the set of mappings between NCI (version 2009) and SCT
(version 2009) we extract the mapping m0st 2 M0ST , between the
concepts (c0s ) ‘C71477’ – ‘‘Usage’’ (from NCI) and (c
0
t ) ‘277889008’
– ‘‘Usage’’ (from SCT). A new version of NCI was published (2012)
as well the new version of mappings between NCI and SCT. In this
new version, the mapping m1st no longer exists (m
1
st R M1ST ), how-
ever a new mapping was created 9m1qt 2M1ST between (c1q)
‘C95018’ – ‘‘Use_Action’’ (from NCI) and (c1t ) ‘277889008’. We
observe that the concept ‘C71477’ still exist in NCI version 2012
and the concept ‘C95018’ is in the context of C71477’
(9c1q 2 CTðc1s Þ; c1s 2 CðK1S Þ). Hence, we can deduce (according to our
deﬁnition) that the MAA MoveM was executed.
MoveMðmst ;c1qÞ!
m0st 2M0ST ;
m1st R M1ST ;
9c1q 2 CTðc1s Þ;c1s 2 CðK1S Þ;
_
9c1w 2 CðK1S Þ ^ 9c1q 2 CTðc1wÞ ^ c1s R CðK1S Þ ^ c0w 2 CTðc0s Þ
2
64
9m1qt 2M1ST
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð6Þ
Derive mapping. In DeriveM, the original mapping remains in
M1ST and a new mapping appears connecting a concept cq with ct .
Similar to MoveM action, cq 2 CTðc1s Þ. Therefore, this refers to a
composed action for which an existing mapping inM0ST has a mod-
iﬁed copy inM1ST with a different source concept, which belongs to
the context of the original source concept. This action plays a role
for reusing an existing mapping, which can be still considered as
correct in M1ST . Note that for a given mapping, several DeriveM
actions can be applied.
DeriveMðmst ; c1qÞ!
m0st 2M0ST ;
m1st 2M1ST ;
c1s 2 CðK1S Þ;
9c1q 2 CTðc1s Þ ^m1qt 2M1ST
8>>><
>>:
ð7Þ
Modify semantic relation of mapping. This action consists of
modifying the type of semantic relation. This refers to a composed
action in which the type of the semantic relation of a given map-
ping is modiﬁed by a different one. We propose this action to sup-
port the adaptation of mappings with different types of semantic
relations, rather than only considering the type of equivalence rela-
tion ().
ModSemTypeMðmst ; newSemTypestÞ!
m0st 2 M0ST
9semType1st 2 f?;;6;P;g
9m1st 2 M1ST ; semType1st ¼ newSemTypest
8><
>:
ð8Þ
No action. The NoAction refers to the cases where mappings
remain unchanged. Formally:
NoActionðmstÞ!
m0st 2M0ST ;
m1st 2M1ST ;
semType0st ¼ semType1st
8><
>: ð9ÞFrom the set of mappings between SCT (version 2009) and NCI
(version 2009), we detect the mapping m0st 2M0ST , between the
concepts (c0s ) 87148003’ – ‘‘Amphetamine sulfate (substance)’’ (from
SCT) and (c0t ) ‘C28822’ – ‘‘Amphetamine’’ (from NCI). After the new
version in 2012 of both KOS and the mappings, the mapping m1st
remains in this new version (i.e., m1st 2M1ST) and
semType0st ¼ semType1st even though KOS changes are observed in
the NCI concept. For instance, through the KOS diff, we detect that
synonym attributes are deleted. In this scenario, we deﬁne that
MAA NoAction is applied.
We can apply the action for the modiﬁcation of semantic rela-
tion in combination with the actions of move or derivation of map-
ping. When moving/deriving a mapping, we make the modiﬁcation
of semantic relation type of such mapping possible.
3.3. Change patterns relevant for mapping adaptation
The deﬁned problem suggests that the evolution of aligned
KOSs may trigger the adaptation of mappings. Therefore, a precise
analysis of this evolution permits to make the most out of it when
deciding on the appropriate actions to perform on mappings. To
this end, we have introduced and formalized change patterns
[1,6]. But, unlike CPs that can be found in the literature [3,19,13],
ours address the problem of KOS evolution at the level of attribute
values that describe concepts, since our empirical research has
shown evidences that even if concepts are mapped in their
entirety, only a subset of their available textual attributes are used
for the deﬁnition of established mappings [9]. Consequently, we
proposed change patterns that make it possible to characterize
the way attributes deﬁning mappings evolve over time, from the
lexical and semantic point of view.
3.3.1. Lexical Change Patterns (LCP)
We propose this kind of CPs to describe the lexical changes that
may affect attributes’ values over time. Since mappings are deﬁned
according to attributes’ value, such patterns allow us to identify to
which concept this relevant information is attached after evolu-
tion. We deﬁned 4 types of LCPs namely Total Copy (TC), Partial
Copy (PC), Total Transfer (TT) and Partial Transfer (PT).
Total Copy denotes the type of change where the whole value of
an attribute of a concept is copied to another attribute of another
concept. For instance, an attribute a1 of a concept c1 has as value
‘‘portal systemic encephalopathy’’ at time j, at time jþ 1; a1 still
has the same value, but in addition, a new attribute a2 of a concept
c2 (c1 – c2) will have as value ‘‘portal systemic encephalopathy’’.
Partial Copy consists in a copy of a part of a given attribute’s
value to another attribute. For instance, an attribute a1 of a concept
c1 has as value ‘‘familial hyperchylomicromenia’’ at time j and, while
a1 keeps the same value at time jþ 1, an attribute a2 will have
‘‘familial chylomicromenia’’ as new value.
Total Transfer formalizes the transfer of the totality of an attri-
bute’s value to another attribute at KOS evolution time. In contrast
to TC, the original attribute a1 is deleted.
Partial Transfer characterizes the transfer of a part of a concept
attribute’s value when this one evolves from one version to the
next. For example, an attribute a1 can have as value ‘‘eye swelling’’
at time j, at time jþ 1 this value is deleted from a1 but a new attri-
bute a2 in a different concept may have ‘‘head swelling’’ as value
(i.e., the term ‘‘swelling’’ is transferred from a1 to a2 from another
concept between j and jþ 1). Table 2 illustrates the proposed lex-
ical change patterns for KOS.
3.3.2. Semantic Change Patterns (SCP)
In addition to LCPs that allow describing the morphosyntactic
way that attributes’ value deﬁning mappings evolve over time,
Table 2
Lexical change patterns. This table presents LCP from an attribute a0p 2 Aðc01Þ to an attribute a1q 2 Aðc12Þ. The table presents description and examples of lexical change patterns
(LCP): Total Copy (TC), Total Transfer (TT), Partial Copy (PC), Partial Transfer (PT). The ; symbol means that the attribute at time j or jþ 1 does not exist.
LCP Att. Pattern Example
j jþ 1 Type j jþ 1
TC ap ABC ABC Total Copy ‘‘portal systemic encephalopathy’’ ‘‘portal systemic encephalopathy’’
aq ABC(D) ; ‘‘portal systemic encephalopathy’’
TT ap ABC Total Transfer ‘‘fecal impaction’’ ;
aq ABC(D) ; ‘‘fecal impaction’’
PC ap ABC ABC Partial Copy ‘‘familial hyperchylomicronemia’’ ‘‘familial hyperchylomicronemia’’
aq AB(D) ; ‘‘familial chylomicronemia’’
PT ap ABC Partial Transfer ‘‘eye swelling’’ ;
aq AB(D) ; ‘‘head swelling’’
Table 3
Semantic change patterns. This table shows semantic change patterns (SCPs) from an attribute a0p 2 Aðc01Þ to an attribute a1q 2 Aðc12Þ. The table presents description and examples of
SCPs: Equivalent (EQV),More Speciﬁc (MSP), Less Speciﬁc (LSP), Partial Match (PTM). The ; symbol means that the attribute at time j or jþ 1 does not exist. The symbols ¼; <;> and
 mean that attribute a0p is equivalent, more speciﬁc, less speciﬁc or is partially matched to attribute a1q , respectively.
SCP Att. Pattern Example
j jþ 1 Type j jþ 1
EQV ap ABC ABC a0p ¼ a1q ‘‘phimosis’’ ‘‘phimosis’’
aq ABC ; ‘‘phimosis’’
MSP ap ABCD ABCD a0p < a
1
q ‘‘kappa light chain disease’’ ‘‘kappa light chain disease’’
aq ABC ; ‘‘kappa chain disease’’
LSP ap ABC ABC a0p > a
1
q ‘‘cerebral hypoxia’’ ‘‘cerebral hypoxia’’
aq ABCD ; ‘‘cerebral anoxia’’
PTM ap ABC ABC a0p  a1q ‘‘focal atelectasis’’ ‘‘focal atelectasis’’
aq ACB ; ‘‘helical atelectasis’’
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view. This means that concepts denoted by attributes can remain
equivalent to their previous version or can become more or less
speciﬁc during the KOS evolution which, in turn, impacts the
semantic relationship of the underlying mappings. We deﬁned four
types of SCP to know, Equivalent (EQV), More Speciﬁc (MSP), Less
Speciﬁc (LSP) and Partial Match (PTM).
Equivalent states that even if syntactical modiﬁcations affect an
attribute value at KOS evolution time, the resulting value remains
equivalent to the one before evolution. For instance, an attribute
can have its value changed from ‘‘Diabetes type 1’’ to ‘‘Diabetes type
I’’ without having its semantics modiﬁed.
More Speciﬁc refers to a CP that allows identifying a change
affecting one attribute value to turn its original version more speci-
ﬁc than the new one. For instance, the change leading from ‘‘kappa
light chain disease’’ to ‘‘kappa chain disease’’ makes the ﬁrst one
more speciﬁc because of the word ‘‘light’’ that speciﬁes the type
of ‘‘chain disease’’.
Less Speciﬁc describes the contrary proposition of MSP, which is
turning the original version of an attribute value less speciﬁc than
its evolved version.
Partial Match stands for a CP that characterizes the result of an
evolution where the evolved attribute version remains semanti-
cally related (i.e., there is an intersection of some words), but this
relation is not like the previous deﬁned SCP types. For instance,
taking the original attribute value ‘‘focal atelectasis’’ and its evolu-
tion ‘‘helical atelectasis’’, these two attribute versions refer to the
notion of ‘‘atelectasis’’, but both cannot be considered as equivalent
or one more or less speciﬁc than the other. Table 3 shows examples
of semantic change patterns.
The way that the semantic change patterns were designed, tak-
ing into account the hierarchy between concepts, allow us to com-
bine the type of semantic relation of the original mapping, with therecognized type of SCP. This may occur even though the mapping
links the concept level, and the SCP the attribute level. We rely
on the fact that the hierarchical aspect between the concepts,
where the involved attributes of a SCP happen, respects the con-
ceptual level. For example, the designed patterns avoid the situa-
tion that between two attributes ai and ah, the SCP(ai; ah) type of
pattern happens (i.e., ai > ah) whether ai 2 AðciÞ and ah 2 AðchÞ to
which ci@ch.
3.4. Heuristics guiding decisions of mapping adaptation
Based on empirical observations from the conducted experi-
mental analyses [9,8], we deﬁne and formalize conditions to trig-
ger the different MAAs modeling heuristics. We take into account
several aspects such as lexical and semantic change patterns to
design the conditions.
We follow some basic principles to delineate the behavior of the
heuristics. We explore relevant attributes that we are able to iden-
tify [2]. Given a mapping, relevant attributes refer to those most
suitable to explain/justify the correspondence between source
and target concept. They are only a subset of attributes denoting
the source and target. The adaptation decisions will rely on this
set of attributes. Moreover, LCPs related to the relevant attributes
must trigger MoveM and DeriveM actions. SCPs are used to guide
the modiﬁcation of the type of semantic relation in mappings.
When no change patterns are found, indicating that neither
MoveM nor DeriveM are applicable, we analyze whether a
RemoveM or a NoAction can be applicable based on aspects related
to the similarity between attributes and their deletion.
We ﬁrst present the necessary deﬁnitions for the formalization.
Section 3.4.1 presents the heuristics related toMoveM and DeriveM
actions. We present how to adapt the type of semantic relations in
mappings according to heuristics related to the action
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concerning RemoveM and NoAction.
For the design of the heuristics, given two attribute values a1
and a2, the function LCP indicates whether any type of LCP exists.
Similarly, the SCP function returns a possible type of semantic
change pattern if it exists. Note that in our algorithms only one
type of LCP and of SCP can exist for a couple of attributes. Formally:
LCP :Aðc0i ÞAðc1qÞ ! fTRUE;FALSEg
ða1;a2Þ !
TRUE if TTða1;a2ÞTCða1;a2ÞPTða1;a2ÞPCða1;a2Þ
FALSE otherwise

SCP :Aðc0i ÞAðc1qÞ ! f;<;>;;;g
ða1;a2Þ !
 if EQVða1;a2Þ
< if LSPða1;a2Þ
> if MSPða1;a2Þ
 if PTMða1;a2Þ
; otherwise
8>>>><
>>>:3.4.1. Move and derivation of mappings
Let m0st be a mapping at time j to be adapted, so c
0
s and c
0
t corre-
spond to the source and target concepts, respectively. Also, let
ai 2 topAðc0s ; c0t ;nÞ (i.e., the set of relevant attributes selected for a
given mapping [2]), we deﬁne the set Cand as all those concepts
at time jþ 1 (belonging to the context of c1s ) where we can recog-
nize at least one LCP between one relevant attribute from c0s and
one attribute from a concept in its context. Simultaneously, for
such relevant attributes in which an LCP was identiﬁed, SCPs are
NOT detected with attributes in c1s . Formally:
Cand¼
9c1cand 2CTðc1s Þ;
c1cand j 9a1q 2Aðc1candÞ;
8ai 2 topAðc0s ;c0t ;nÞ;8a1z 2Aðc1s ÞjLCPðai;a1qÞ;SCPðai;a1z Þ¼ ;
8><
>:
9>=
>;
Move mapping.We associate theMoveM with the fact of observing
LCPs between attributes of different concepts. More speciﬁcally,
there exists one and only one relevant attribute of the source con-
cept c0s , where we identify a LCP with an attribute from one concept
of the context of c1s .
Our early intuition relied on the fact that MoveM could mostly
be related to Total Transfer or Partial Transfer. Recently achieved
empirical results [6] have in fact shown that this really occurs
(especially for Total Transfer), but have also revealed the inﬂuence
of the copy type of LCP for MoveM. Therefore, we chose to designFig. 5. Heuristics for MoveM. This ﬁgure presents a scenario where a MoveM action mu
inside. The ﬁgure illustrates the both source KS and target KT KOS and the respective evol
of such source concept c0s . We illustrate possible LCPs related to the relevant attribute
attribute of c0s and an attribute of a concept c
1
cand .the conditions to apply MoveM or DeriveM actions not based on
the type of LCPs, but on the frequency of LCPs that we can observe
and concerning relevant attributes in a source concept. This choice
has allowed us to attain better results (cf. Section 5.2) when testing
other options during the heuristics design process. Therefore, when
we observe only one candidate c1cand, i.e., and we ﬁnd only one attri-
bute with LCP, it is more suitable to apply a MoveM action.
Moreover, it must also satisfy the constraint of NOT having SCPs
between ALL relevant attributes (from topA) and the attributes
from c1s . That is why the statement regarding SCP and c
1
s is pre-
sented in 10 and (10). Formally:
kCandk ¼ 1;
8aw 2 topAðc0s ; c0t ;nÞ;
8a1z 2 Aðc1s Þ; SCPðaw; a1z Þ ¼ ;
9>=
>;) c1cand 2 Cand;MoveMðmst ; c1candÞ
ð10Þ
The heuristics for MoveM in Eq. (10) can be more frequently
applicable for cases when the source concept has been removed,
but we ﬁnd an adequate candidate in the context. Fig. 5 illustrates
a scenario representing the heuristics for applying MoveM. Note
that only a unique LCP is presented in the context at time jþ 1.
Considering the same example presented in Section 3.2
(MoveM). We observe the mapping between the concept (c0s )
‘C71477’ – ‘‘Usage’’ (from NCI) and (c0t ) ‘277889008’ – ‘‘Usage’’ (from
SCT). According to our heuristics, we illustrate that, even though
the new version of the mapping is not available (when running
our system), we can determine the correct MAA to execute and
automatically update the mapping accordingly. After applying
the algorithm to determine potential candidates via the recognized
change patterns, we obtain only one concept (kCandk ¼ 1) such
that: (i) it is in the context of c1s ; (ii) it has a unique attribute that
was Totally Transferred from c0s (attribute deleted according to the
KOS diff) to the candidate concept (i.e., LCP ¼ true); (iii) the trans-
ferred attribute refers to one of the relevant attributes to establish
the mapping (ai 2 topA). These characteristics satisfy the condi-
tions of our heuristics to execute the MoveM action. Therefore, in
the adapted mapping, while the target SCT concept remains the
same, the ‘C71477’ is replaced by the new one C95018’ characteriz-
ing a MoveM.
Derive mapping. The DeriveM action suggests a modiﬁed copy
of the original mapping. We observed that this action has been
mostly related to the scenario where several LCPs are simultane-
ously found (independently of their type) concerning distinct attri-
butes. Therefore, this heuristics relies on the fact of having several
concept candidates at time jþ 1. Formally:st be applied. Rectangular represents a concept with its denoting attribute values
ution of a concept source cs 2 CðK0S Þ. We delimit the hypothetical relevant attributes
s with respect to concepts at time jþ 1. Only one LCP is detected with a relevant
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c1s 2 CðK1S Þ

) 8c1cand 2 Cand;DeriveMðmst ; c1candÞ ð11Þ
Eq. (11) requires that c1s 2 CðK1S Þ because the DeriveM action
conserves the original mapping, so that it needs to make sure the
concept c1s still exists at time jþ 1. Fig. 6 depicts a scenario of
applying DeriveM actions. In contrast to the MoveM action, the
original mapping remains related to the target concept and new
adapted mappings are added with the respective candidates iden-
tiﬁed. The heuristics presented in the Section 3.4.2 determine the
type of semantic relation of these derived mappings.
As an example illustrating DeriveM, we observe a mapping
between concept ‘30288003’ – ‘‘Ventricular septal defect (disorder)’’
in SCT described as equivalent () to concept ‘745.4’ –
‘‘Ventricular septal defect’’ in ICD9. When analyzing the evolution
of the concept ‘30288003’, the heuristics recognizes a Total Copy
between ‘‘Ventricular septal defect’’ and ‘‘Residual ventricular septal
defect’’ in the candidate concept ‘447941008’ as well as a semantic
change pattern of type LSP(>). Simultaneously, it also identiﬁes a
Partial Copy between ‘‘Interventricular septal defect’’ and
‘‘Subarterial ventricular septal defect’’ in the candidate concept
‘448876006’ (note that two distinct candidate concepts exist) as
well as a semantic change pattern of type LSP(>) between these
attributes. Based on the heuristics, the DeriveM actions as well as
the ModSemTypeR are successfully proposed with respect to the
candidate concepts ‘447941008’ and ‘448876006’.
3.4.2. Modiﬁcation of semantic relation
Applying the ModSemTypeR action relies on SCPs detected
between attributes from different KOS versions. We propose two
scenarios for modifying the type of semantic relation in mappings.
First, we design the situation where the relation of the original
mapping m0st is modiﬁed (cf. Eq. (12)). In this case, the source con-
cept remains the same (i.e., the same concept identiﬁer number
between source and target concepts), but the semantic relation
between source and target changes at time jþ 1. Second, we deﬁne
the semantic relation between a candidate concept c1cand and the
target concept for cases where a MoveM or a DeriveM actions are
applied (cf. Eq. (13)). In the ﬁrst case, the new semantic type con-
nects the evolved source concept at time jþ 1 (in terms of content)
and the target concept, while in the second situation, the source
concept is replaced by a candidate from the context (i.e., c0s and
ccand has a distinct concept identiﬁer). In the latter case, the c1s
can still exist, but the adapted mapping connects ccand and ct .
We determine the type of semantic relation by combining the
original semType0 and the type of SCP recognized between involved
attributes. We deﬁne the function getSemType that aims atFig. 6. Heuristics for DeriveM. This ﬁgure presents a scenario where DeriveM actions ar
attributes of candidate concept c1candi in the context of the source concept.composing a given semType and SCP according to their nature,
and returns a resulting semType. In this function,
x; y 2 f0  0; 0 6 0; 0P 0; 0  0g. For example, for a given mapping to
which c0s is equivalent to c
0
t (x equal to ‘’ in getSemType function),
and a SCP of type Less Speciﬁc (‘>’) (value of y), detected between
an attribute in c0s and another attribute in c
1
s , the new semType as
outcome between cs and ct will be more speciﬁc than (6) according
to the getSemType. In this case, since the evolved attribute in c1s is
more speciﬁc than the original attribute in c0s , and given that
c0s  c0t , according to our heuristics we imply that c1s 6 c0t . Formally:
getSemType : semType SCP ! f00; 060; 0P0; 00g
ðx; yÞ !
00 if x ¼ 00 ^ y ¼ 00
060 if ðx ¼ 060 ^ y ¼ 0>0Þ _ ðx ¼ 060 ^ y ¼ 00Þ
_ ðx ¼ 00 ^ y ¼ 0>0Þ
0P0 if ðx ¼ 0P0 ^ y ¼ 0<0Þ _ ðx ¼ 0 P 0 ^ y ¼ 00Þ
_ ðx ¼ 00 ^ y ¼ 0<0Þ
00 otherwise
8>>>><
>>>>>:
Eq. (12) formalizes the ﬁrst scenario for applying the
ModSemTypeR. This covers the case where SCPs are found with
c1s . As we have already mentioned, we adapted the semantic
change pattern algorithm to not consider the hierarchy between
concepts when identifying SCP between attributes from c0s and c
1
s .
There exists an attribute a1z 2 Aðc1s Þ (i.e., c1s remains valid at time
jþ 1) to which a relevant attribute ai 2 topAðc0s ; c0t ;nÞ is involved in
some type of SCP with a1z . We must identify the attribute a
1
z as a
new one to consider it in the pattern recognition. Moreover, the
heuristics requires to check that combining the original semType0st
with the resulting symbol from SCPðai; a1z Þ, according to the
getSemType function, we attain a new semType1st , which differs from
the semType0st . In this case, we modify the relation of mst with
semType1st . We also make sure that mst exists at time jþ 1, indicat-
ing that it is not inﬂuenced by a MoveM action, which would imply
removing the original mapping.
9ai 2 topAðc0s ;c0t ;nÞ;
9c1s 2CðK1S Þ;
9a1z 2Aðc1s Þ;SCPðai;a1z Þ–;;
9m1st 2M1ST ;
9semType1st 2f;6;P;g;
semType1st 2getSemTypeðsemType0st ;SCPðai;a1z ÞÞ;
semType0st– semType
1
st
9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;
)ModSemTypeRðmst ;semType1stÞ
ð12Þe applied. Several LCPs are detected with relevant and distinct attributes of c0s and
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where a SCP is detected with the concept c1s , but no LCP is found
with the context, which is mostly applicable (appropriated) when
the whole CT remains unchanged.
As a real example ofModSemTypeR, observing the evolution of a
concept (of NCI) from ‘C25399’ – ‘‘Pelvic’’ to ‘C94249’ – ‘‘Intrapelvic’’
in the new version, it is possible to detect semantic change pat-
terns (‘‘Intrapelvic’’ is more speciﬁc than ‘‘Pelvic’’) and the proposi-
tion of the modiﬁcation of semantic relation.
Eq. (13) presents the formalization of the heuristics that enables
modifying the type of semantic relation considering a concept from
the context c1e and ct . In this heuristics, we observe a given concept
c1e 2 CTðc1s Þ and an attribute a1q 2 Aðc1e Þ, to which exists a relevant
attribute ai 2 topAðc0s ; c0t ;nÞ involved in some type of LCP and SCP
between a1q and ai. We make sure that it exists the new mapping
(met) connecting the concept from the context and the target.
Implicitly, this means that a MoveM or a DeriveM action is applied
with respect to the c1et , so by deﬁnition a LCP will exist. Moreover,
similar to the heuristics in Eq. (12), we need to observe that com-
bining the semType0st of the original mapping with the symbol
resulted from SCPðai; a1qÞ, relying on the getSemType function, we
attain a semType1et (i.e., between the concept from the context
and the target concept), which differs from the original type of
semantic relation semType0st of the mapping. In this case, we deﬁne
the relation of the mapping met as semType
1
et (cf. Eq. (13)).9ai 2 topAðc0s ;c0t ;nÞ;
9c1e 2 CTðc1s Þ;
9a1q 2Aðc1e Þ;SCPðai;a1qÞ– ;;
9met 2M1ST ;
9semType1et 2f;6;P;g;
semType1et 2 getSemTypeðsemType0st ;SCPðai;a1qÞÞ;
semType0st– semType
1
et
9>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>;
)ModSemTypeRðmet ;semType1etÞ
ð13Þ
Fig. 8 presents an illustrative scenario for the heuristics in Eq.
(13), where several LCPs and SCPs are found with concepts from
the context of c1s . For each different candidate concept, we deter-
mine the respective semType connecting to ct . The illustrativeFig. 7. Heuristics for ModSemTypeM of an existing established mapping. This ﬁgure prese
that interrelates the concepts c0s and c
0
t . A SCP is detected between a relevant attribute
relation between c1s and ct .example regarding DeriveM shows that ModSemTypeR actions are
also applied for each one of the candidates affected by the
DeriveM action.3.4.3. Removal and no action adaptation
We present heuristics that must trigger the removal of a map-
ping or the case where NoAction is applied for a given mapping
(i.e., the mapping remains unchanged from one version to another).
Remove mapping. The proposed mapping adaptation method
applies RemoveM when for all relevant attributes identiﬁed, no
change pattern is detected with the context. Eq. (14) models the
heuristics for RemoveM. In this equation, Actðc1s Þ refers to the set
of attributes from all concepts of the context (cf. Table 1). Also,
the best relevant attribute is deleted from one KOS version to
another. This equation also demonstrates that for all relevant attri-
butes, no SCP must be recognized with the c1s , if this concept exists.
When c1s R CðK1S Þ or cs is assigned to obsolete, we consider that
all attributes belonging to cs are deleted. Our experiments
observed the similarity between relevant attributes with concept
attributes in the context [8]. In particular, we calculated the simi-
larity when the mappings were removed and the results revealed
that the similarity remains very low. Therefore, we introduce a
parameter (a) related to the similarity in Eq. (14). We formalize
the heuristics for RemoveM as follows:
8ai 2 topAðc0s ; c0t ;nÞ;
8a1q 2 Actðc1s Þ;:LCPðai; a1qÞ;
SCPðai; a1qÞ ¼ ;;
9a 2 R>0; simðai; a1qÞ 6 a;
8a1z 2 Aðc1s Þ; SCPðai; a1z Þ ¼ ;;
9ai 2 topAðc0s ; c0t ;1Þ; ai R Aðc1s Þ
9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;
) RemoveMðmstÞ ð14Þ
Fig. 9 depicts a scenario of applying the RemoveM action. In this
ﬁgure, the concept c1s is removed and no LCPs nor SCPs are
detected.
In the following, we present an example of RemoveM. We
observe a mapping between ‘M0007301’ – ‘‘Migration’’ from
MeSH and ‘Z60.3’ – ‘‘Acculturation difﬁculty’’ (from ICD10). In this
case, neither lexical nor semantic change patterns are detected,
and the concept ‘M0007301’ is removed according to the KOS diff
statements. In this scenario, the heuristics propose the RemoveM.nts a scenario where a ModSemTypeR action is applied for the original mapping mst
of c0s and an attribute in c
1
s . The semType
1
st refers to the updated type of semantic
Fig. 8. Heuristics for ModSemTypeM between a candidate and the target concept. This ﬁgure presents a scenario where ModSemTypeR action are applied for mappings
inﬂuenced byMoveM or DeriveM action. SCPs are detected between relevant attributes of c0s and attributes from concepts of the context of c
1
s . The semType
1
cand1t refers to the
updated type of semantic relation between c1cand and ct .
Fig. 9. Heuristics for RemoveM. This ﬁgure presents a scenario where a RemoveM action is applied for a mapping. We consider the role played by the best relevant attribute in
case it is deleted.
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heuristics for NoAction also relies on the fact that we are unable
to detect adequate LCPs and SCPs with the context, as well as with
the source concept at time jþ 1. This heuristics addresses the situ-
ations where a KOS change affects the source concept involved in a
mapping, but relevant attributes remain unchanged or the similar-
ity with new attributes in context remains low [8]. We inspired
this heuristics mostly from the experimental results conducted in
our previous studies [6]. We formalize the heuristics as follows:
8ai 2 topAðc0s ; c0t ;nÞ;
8aq 2 Actðc1s Þ;:LCPðai; a1qÞ;
SCPðai; a1qÞ ¼ ;;
9c1s 2 CðK1S Þ;
8a1z 2 Aðc1s Þ; SCPðai; a1z Þ ¼ ;;
ai 2 Aðc1s Þ
_
9a 2 R>0; simðai; a1qÞ 6 a
2
6664
9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>;
) NoActionðmstÞ ð15ÞFig. 10 presents an illustrative scenario where the required con-
ditions to apply NoAction are fulﬁlled. The mapping m0st remains
totally equal to the mapping m1st .4. Implementing mapping adaptation
We present the proposed workﬂow to adapt mappings, showing
the involved algorithms (Section 4.1). These algorithms explore the
relevant attributes, change patterns, heuristics and mapping adap-
tation actions.
4.1. The mapping adaptation method
The heuristics provides ways to make decisions at the level of a
single mapping. In the following, we present the implementation
of an entire workﬂow exploring the heuristics and handling meth-
ods of adaptation for a whole set of mappings and KOSs as input.
The mapping adaptation workﬂow aims to separate the input
mappings in different subsets and performs the adaptation accord-
ingly. Algorithm 1 presents the main mapping adaptation method.
Firstly, it determines the set of unaffected mappingsMunaffected (line
1). This set refers to those mappings where KOS evolution does not
impact both source and target concepts in mappings. To this end,
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respective KOS diff related to source or target concepts. We assume
that these unaffected mappings remain stable and M1ST receives
them (line 2).
Algorithm 1. Mapping adaptationRequire:M0ST ;n 2 N;K0S ;K1S ;K0T ;K1T ; diffK0S ;K1S ; diffK0T ;K1T ,
Ensure:M1ST ¼ fðmst1Þ; ðmst2Þ; . . . ; ðmstzÞg
1: Munaffected  getUnaffectedMappingsðM0ST ; diffK0S ;K1S ; diffK0T ;K1T Þ
2: M1ST  Munaffected
3: Mconflict  getConflictMappingsðM0ST ; diffK0S ;K1S ; diffK0T ;K1T Þ
4: MaffectedS  getAffectedMappingsðM0ST ; diffK0S ;K1S ; diffK0T ;K1T Þ
5: Madapted  ;
6: Madapted  Madapted [ adaptAffectedMappings
ðMaffectedS;n; diffK0S ;K1S ;K
0
S ;K
1
S Þ (Algorithm 2)
7: Minverted  invertðM0STÞ
8: MaffectedT  getAffectedMappingsðMinverted; diffK0T ;K1T ; diffK0S ;K1S Þ
9: MadaptedT  adaptAffectedMappings
ðMaffectedT ;n; diffK0T ;K1T ;K
0
T ;K
1
TÞ
(Algorithm 2)
10: Madapted  Madapted [ invertðMadaptedTÞ
11: M1ST  M1ST [MadaptedWhen source and target KOS change, KOS evolution can simul-
taneously affect both source and target concepts in mappings. For
example, if both concepts of a mapping are split into several con-
cepts, independently handling these changes one after the other
can yield wrong adaptation results. Fig. 11 presents a possible
problem scenario [14], where the concept named ‘‘extremities’’Fig. 11. Conﬂicts between KOS changes in source and target concepts. This ﬁgure presen
and target concepts [14].
Fig. 10. Heuristics for NoAction. This ﬁgure presents a scenario where no action (NoAction
relevant attributes with no identiﬁcation of change patterns, we must keep the correspo
some KOS change).and ‘‘limbs’’ are split and create difﬁculties for mapping adaptation.
To deal with such situations when both KOS have evolved, we pro-
pose to ﬁrstly identify correspondences involved in conﬂicts and
isolate these mappings before applying the adaptation method.
Domain experts must handle this set ofMconflict (line 3). In partic-
ular, we recommend to check conﬂicting change combinations as
split-split, merge-split, substitute-split as well as cases where attri-
bute changes affect source and target concepts.
Following the Algorithm 1 (Fig. 12 illustrates this workﬂow),
after getting the sets of unaffected (cf. A in Fig. 12) and conﬂicting
mappings (cf. B), the algorithm selects mappings where KOS
changes only affect the source concept (line 4)(cf. C) and adapt this
selected set of mappings with respect to KOS changes in the source
KOS based on Algorithm 2 (line 6) (cf. E in Fig. 12). To handle the
evolution of both KOSs, and to adapt mappings regarding changes
in the target KOS (cf. D), Algorithm 1 inverts the input mappings
and selects those where the KOS diff referring to the target KOS
affect mappings (lines 7 and 8). The function invert replaces the
source concept with the target and vice versa and changes the
semType accordingly. For example, given a mapping m0st like
(c0s ; c
0
t ; semType
0
st), to which semType
0
st ¼6, the resulting inverted
mapping will be (c0t ; c
0
s ; semType
0
ts) where semType
0
ts ¼P. Finally,
the resulted adapted mappings are put together andM1ST receives
the up-to-date mappings (line 11).
Given the affected mappings, Algorithm 2 courses each corre-
spondence to provide an individual decision of adaptation. The n
parameter refers to the size of the relevant attributes set. For each
affected mapping, Algorithm 2 adapts mappings according to the
method expressed in Algorithm 3 (Adapt individual mapping). To
this end, Algorithm 2 gets the set of concepts referring to the con-
text of the source concept (line 3). In the function getCT, when the
source concept belongs to a complex KOS change (e.g., substitute,
split and merge), the method restricts the context to the resulting
concepts of the complex change according to the KOS diff results.
In case the source concept does not belong to a complex KOS
change, the context consists in the set of super, sub and siblingts an example of correspondence where KOS changes simultaneously affect source
) is applied for a mapping. This heuristics considers that when occurring unchanged
ndence between source and target (even thought the source concept is affected by
Fig. 12. The mapping adaptation method. This ﬁgure shows the involved steps to determine unaffected, affected and conﬂict mappings when a set of input mappingsM0ST and
the respective KOS diff are given as input. The method adapts each affected mapping individually. Finally, the method performs a union of adapted mappings and unaffected
mappings to propose the updatedM1ST . When adapting affected mappings, conﬂict mappings can be pointed out and these are handled by domain experts.
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whole set of concepts.
Algorithm 2. Adapt affected mappingsRequire: mst 2M0ST ; diffK0S ;K1S ;CTcs  CðK
1
S Þ;n 2 N
Ensure:Mupdated ¼ fðmstÞ1; ðmstÞ2; . . . ;
ðmstÞkg
1:Mupdated  £
2: EvolAtts ¼ fðchgType; isBest; lcpInst; scpInstÞ1; . . . ;
ðchgType; isBest; lcpInst; scpInstÞzg
3: argActions ¼ fðm0st ; c1cand; semType1; fpredicategÞ1; . . . ;
ðm0st; c1cand; semType1; fpredicategÞzg
4: topAmst  topAðmst ; cs; ct;nÞ
5: for all as 2 topAmst do
6: EvolAtts EvolAtts [ characterizeAttEvolution
ðas; cs;CTcs ; diffK0S ;K1S Þ (Algorithm 4)
7: end for
8: argActions extractArgumentsðmst; EvolAttsÞ (Algorithm 5)
9: MAAproposed  selectActionsðargActionsÞ (Algorithm 6)
10: for all MAAtoApply 2 MAAproposed do
11: Mupdated  Mupdated [MAAtoApply:applyActionðÞ
12: end forRequire:Maffected M0ST ;n 2 N;K0S ;K1S ; diffK0S ;K1S
Ensure:Madapted ¼ fðmstÞ1; ðmstÞ2; . . . ; ðmstÞkg
1:Madapted  ;
2: for all mst 2 Maffected do
3: CTcs  getCTðc0s ;K0S ;K1S ; diffK0S ;K1S Þ
4: Madapted  Madapted [ adaptIndividualMapping
ðmst ;n; diffK0S ;K1S ;CTcs Þ (Algorithm 3)
5: endfor
Algorithm 3 refers to the major adaptation algorithm responsi-
ble for implementing the whole procedure to adapt a given
affected mapping. Fig. 13 illustrates the workﬂow and main com-
ponents involved in the adaptation of an individual mapping
affected by KOS evolution.
The adaptation relies on the evolution’s characterization of rel-
evant attributes calculated for a given mapping (topAmst ) (line 4 in
Algorithm 3) (cf. A in Fig. 13). For each attribute from a selected
source concept (cf. B) with algorithm topAðmst; cs; ct ;nÞ (the param-
eter n refers to the number of selected attributes), Algorithm 4
(Characterize attribute evolution) determines the adequate change
information, like the type of attribute change affecting such attri-
bute (based on the KOS diff) as well as the lexical and semantic
change patterns (line 6) (cf. D and E) based on the selected context
(cf. C). This generates the EvolAtts, which is used as input for
Algorithm 5 that extracts predicates (cf. F) and arguments (cf. G)
(line 8). Afterwards, this is used for the selection of mappingadaptation actions (cf. H) (line 9) relying on Algorithm 6. Finally,
Algorithm 3 applies each proposed action (cf. I) and generates
the set of updated mappingsMupdated.
Algorithm 3. Adapt individual mappingIn the following, we present how the characterization of attri-
butes’ evolution takes place, and the extraction of action argu-
ments and predicates. Section 4.4 presents details on the way
mapping adaptation actions are selected based on the modeled
heuristics (Algorithm 6).
Require: mst 2 M0ST ,
1: EvolAtts ¼ fðchgType; isBest; lcpInst; scpInstÞ1; . . . ;
ðchgType; isBest; lcpInst; scpInstÞzg
Ensure: argActions ¼ fðm0st; c1cand; semType1; fpredicategÞ1; . . . ;
ðm0st; c1cand; semType1; fpredicategÞzg
2: argActions ¼ ;
3: predArgs ¼ fðname;negativeÞ1; . . . ;
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For a given relevant attribute selected from topA, Algorithm 4
explores the KOS diff and the change patterns to characterize
KOS changes in the attribute. This involves checking the type of
attribute change (chgType) based on the KOS diff statements (line
1). Moreover, this algorithm sets whether the given attribute is
the best relevant among those selected by the topA method (line
2). More importantly, Algorithm 4 calls the methods for lexical
(line 3) and semantic change pattern recognition, taking into
account the set of concepts selected in the context. The algorithm
calculates whether there are existing semantic change patterns
with the candidate concept and the source concept c1s (if it exists).
Algorithm 4. Characterize attribute evolution
Require: as 2 Aðc0s Þ; c0s 2 CðK0S Þ;CTcs  CðK1S Þ; diffK0S ;K1S
Ensure: ðchgType; isBest; lcpInst; scpInstÞðname;negativeÞwg1: chgType getAttChgTypeðas; diffK0S ;K1S Þ
4: for all attEvol 2 EvolAtts do2: isBest  setBestAttðasÞ
5: predArgs ¼ extractPredicatesðattEvol; EvolAttsÞ3: lcpInst  recognizeLCPðas;CTcs Þ
6: c1cand  attEvol:lcpInst:candidateðÞ4: if lcpInst – ; then
7: newType getSemTypeðsemType0 ;attEvol:scpInst:getSCPðÞÞ5: stc
1
cand  lcpInst:candidateðÞ8: if kargActionsk ¼ 0 _ c1 – ; _ newType– ;6: candscpInst  recognizeSCPðas; c
1
candÞ9: argActions argActions[ðm0 ;c1 ;newType;predArgsÞÞ7: else st cand
10: end if8: if c
1
s 2 CðK1S Þ then11: end for9: scpInst  recognizeSCPðas; c1s Þ
10: end if
11: end if4.3. Extraction of action arguments and predicates
The mapping adaptation decisions mostly rely on the evolution
behaviors concerning the relevant attributes for a given affected
mapping. Since Algorithm 3 (Adapt individual mapping) calculates
this information based on Algorithm 4 (Characterize attribute evo-
lution), the next step involves analyzing the generated information
to derive statements that can support the mapping adaptation
decisions. For this purpose, our approach extracts predicates and
arguments that allow making decisions based on the modeled
heuristics (cf. Fig. 13).
Predicates consist in boolean statements representing speciﬁc
conditions to heuristics. For example, ‘‘Is the attribute the best rele-
vant one?’’ (i.e., the most similar with the target concept), ‘‘Is the
attribute deleted?’’. We deﬁned a set of predicates to accommodate
the conditions expressed in the modeled heuristics (cf. Section 3.4)
and and for each heuristics, we proposed and combined the ade-
quate predicates formulating rules. From a technical perspective,
we represent the predicates and heuristics as XML ﬁles that our
software prototype parses and takes into account. Given the evolu-
tion characterization statements produced for all relevant attri-
butes of a given affected mapping, Algorithm 5 (Extract actions
argument) relies on a speciﬁc procedure to extract all observed
predicates (line 4). This procedure instantiates and sets boolean
values for all determined predicates.
Action arguments stand for the parameter values that will be
required in case of applying one or another mapping adaptation
action. For example, if the mapping adaptation selects a MoveM
action based on the comparison among extracted and modeled
predicates in heuristics (cf. Section 4.4), this requires knowing
the candidate concept c1cand to apply the action. Similarly, if propos-
ing a ModSemTypeM action, applying this action requires knowingthe new semType suggested. These arguments are retrieved from
the lexical and semantic change patterns identiﬁed for the relevant
attributes, respectively.
Algorithm 5 instantiates argActions (line 8) containing the argu-
ments observed and the predicates extracted based on the pro-
cessed statements from evolution of the relevant attributes.
Algorithm 5. Extract action arguments4.4. Selection and application of mapping adaptation actions
The ﬁnal step of the adaptation of a given affected mapping con-
sists in selecting and applying mapping adaptation actions based
on the extracted predicates and arguments (cf. Fig. 13).
Algorithm 6 presents a simpliﬁed representation of this task imple-
mented in our framework.
The input refers to the set of action arguments calculated for a
given mapping. Note that one affected mapping relates to at least
one action argument that can trigger more than one mapping
adaptation action according to the extracted predicates. For exam-
ple, if a Total Transfer (a type of lexical change pattern) is detected
for an attribute, and if it also leads to a modiﬁcation of the type of
semantic relation, we can have the instance of an action argument
containing the candidate concept and the new type of semantic
relation. When applying MAA based on an argument, each type
of MAA uses the adequate and necessary value from the argument.
In the presented example, the MoveM action uses the candidate
concept (c1cand), and the ModSemTypeM action uses the newType
argument. Note also that a unique mapping can generate more
than one action argument. This case accommodates the DeriveM
action, since it requires several candidate concepts, to which each
one generates an action argument.
Therefore, in Algorithm 6 (Select mapping adaptation actions),
for each given action argument (line 2), the algorithm courses
the whole set of modeled heuristics (parsed from a XML ﬁle) and
compares whether the extracted predicates (calculated analyzing
mapping interpretation and KOS evolution) fulﬁl at least one entire
set of modeled predicates of heuristics (line 4). If so, the method
proposes the mapping adaptation action yielded by such heuristics,
and takes the considered argument to apply the action (line 5). For
each action argument, one or more actions can be activated (e.g., a
MoveM and a ModSemTypeM action). Finally, the algorithm returns
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are applied to adapt the mapping m0st in the Algorithm 3.
This last step also analyses the whole set of calculated state-
ments, which allows us to detect some conﬂicts to which our attri-
bute-based mapping adaptation approach can lead. We describe
them in the next section.
Algorithm 6. Select mapping adaptation actionsRequire: argActions ¼ fðm0st; c1cand; semType1; fpredicategÞ1; . . . ;
ðm0st ; c1cand; semType1; fpredicategÞzg
Ensure:
MAAproposed ¼ fðMAA1; argÞ1; ðMAA2; argÞ2; . . . ; ðMAAk; argÞkg
1: HEU ¼ fðfpredicateg;MAAÞ1; . . . ; ðfpredicateg;MAAÞhg
2: for all arg 2 argActions do
3: for all h 2 HEU do
4: if
satisfyPredicatesðarg:getExtractedPredðÞ;h:getModeledPredðÞÞ
then
5: MAAproposed ¼ MAAproposed [ ðh:getMAAðÞ; argÞ
6: end if
7: end for
8: end forWe explore the example illustrating the DeriveM to show the
execution of the proposed algorithms. Firstly, themapping between
concept ‘30288003’ – ‘‘Ventricular septal defect (disorder)’’ in SCT
described as equivalent () to concept ‘745.4’ – ‘‘Ventricular septalFig. 13. Adaptation of KOS mappings affected by KOS evolution. This ﬁgure shows a sch
the method characterizes the evolution of relevant attributes of this mapping with lexica
extracts predicates and arguments and comparing the extracted predicates against the m
this process for the whole set of affected mappings generates the set of adapted mappindefect’’ in ICD9 is detected as an affected mapping in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 2 this mapping belongs to theMaffected. The algorithm
retrieves the context CTcs (e.g., ‘447941008’ – Residual ventricular
septal defect’’) of the concept ‘30288003’ – ‘‘Ventricular septal defect
(disorder)’’ in the new version of SCT. Based on this information and
the calculated diff, Algorithm 3 accounts for adapting the mapping.
In this algorithm, the most relevant attributes of the concept
‘30288003’ are identiﬁed.
For each one of the relevant attributes, Algorithm 4 recognizes
the atomic changes and lexical and semantic change patterns when
analyzing the evolution of the source concept. For example, the
algorithm recognizes a Total Copy between the attribute
‘‘Ventricular septal defect’’ and ‘‘Residual ventricular septal defect’’
in the candidate concept ‘447941008’ as well as a semantic change
pattern of type LSP(>). Simultaneously, for another attribute, the
algorithm also identiﬁes a Partial Copy between ‘‘Interventricular
septal defect’’ and ‘‘Subarterial ventricular septal defect’’ in the candi-
date concept ‘448876006’ as well as a semantic change pattern of
type LSP(>) between these attributes. These are stored in
EvolAtts. Based on this evolution information related to the attri-
butes, Algorithm 5 extracts the required conditions for the selec-
tion of actions.
More speciﬁcally, for each one of the EvolAtts, the algorithm
extracts boolean predicates deﬁned to support the decision-mak-
ing on the heuristics. The argActions are created based on the
detected statements. For example, the predicated regarding Total
Copy is true for the attribute ‘‘Residual ventricular septal defect’’.
In the sequence, the action arguments (c1cand;newType) are retrieved
from the EvolAtts and are combined with the set of extracted pred-
icates. Finally, Algorithm 6 selects the MAAs relying on the
extracted predicates. The selected actions are applied with the
arguments. For example, the DeriveM action occurs towards the
candidate concept. In the running example, the DeriveM actionsema for adapting an individual mapping. For each mapping determined as affected,
l and semantic change patterns, among other information. On this basis, the method
odeled ones (from heuristics), it selects and applies the adequate MAAs. Conducting
gs and the set of conﬂicts.
Table 4
Overview on the biomedical KOS entities. This table presents the absolute numbers of
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cepts ‘447941008’ and ‘448876006’.Table 5
Evaluated KOS mapping datasets. This table shows statistics of the several releases of
KOS mappings concerning the number of correspondences between the biomedical
KOSs under study.
KOS mapping Release #Mappings
SNOMEDCT-ICD9CM 2010–2009 100451
2012–2011 102703
SNOMEDCT-NCI 2009–2009 19971
2012–2012 22732
MeSH-ICD10CM 2012–2011 4631
2013–2011 5378
concepts, attributes and subsumption entities for the studied biomedical KOSs. This
aims to show their size and how one KOS differs from another.
KOS Release #Concepts #Attributes #Subsumptions
SNOMEDCT 2010 390022 1547855 530433
2012 395346 1570504 567719
NCI 2009 77448 282434 86822
2012 94732 365515 105406
MeSH 2012 50367 259565 59191
2013 50971 264783 59844
ICD9CM 2009 12734 34065 11619
2011 13059 34963 11962
ICD10CM 2011 43351 87354 403305. Experimental validation
This section reports on the experimental evaluation to validate
the DyKOSMap approach to mapping adaptation. Firstly, we pre-
sent the used materials in the series of experiments to achieve
the following objectives:
1. We aim to analyze to which extent our approach to adapt map-
pings may correspond to the evolution of real-world mappings.
We evaluate the performance of our approach for each type of
MAA separately. The evaluation took into account only map-
pings affected by KOS evolution to calculate the F-Measure (cf.
Eq. (18)) between the proposed and the observe actions.
2. We examine the general behavior yielded by the framework’s
mapping adaptation workﬂow (applying the techniques and
algorithms of Section 4), and the obtained adaptation results
for each dataset. In contrast to the ﬁrst objective, this evaluation
intends to show a more global validation in terms of mapping
adaptation without evaluating each type of MAAs. The whole
set of initial mappings is considered as input for the framework
handling unaffected and conﬂicting mappings. F-measures
were calculated to evaluate the approach.
We devoted one particular experiment for investigating each
objective. Section 5.2 reports on the experimental procedure and
results for Objective 1. Section 5.3 presents the results for
Objective 2.5.1. Materials
Experiments in this article forced us to rely on several versions
of validated mappings, which are freely available for research pur-
poses. In the conducted experiments we chose life science KOSs
and mappings from at least two ofﬁcial releases.
We used ﬁve large biomedical KOSs: SNOMED-CT1 (SCT),
MeSH,2 ICD-9-CM3 (ICD9), ICD-10-CM4 (ICD10) and NCI Thesaurus5
(NCI). Table 4 presents statistics regarding the number of concepts,
attributes denoting concepts, and the number of direct subsumption
relationships between concepts, since this study focused on exploit-
ing the hierarchical structure of ontologies. SCT contains a much
higher number of concepts than MeSH, ICD9, ICD10 and NCI.
We used ofﬁcial mappings6 established between SCT and ICD9.
Mappings between these two biomedical ontologies are in fact pro-
vided for each release of SCT by the IHTSDO7 organization. Mappings
between MeSH and ICD10 were established by the CISMeF team8
involving biomedical experts. The mappings linking SCT and NCI
were extracted using the UMLS (cf. [20] for extraction details). We
refer to these latter mappings as silver-standards and they only
express equivalent relations. Exploring this material allows us the
study of diversiﬁed data in experiments and evaluations. Table 5
shows the quantity of mappings established between various
releases of SCT and ICD9, SCT and NCI, as well as MeSH and ICD10.1 www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct (Accessed 01 December 2014).
2 www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html (Accessed 01 December 2014).
3 www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd9cm.htm (Accessed 01 December 2014).
4 www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm (Accessed 01 December 2014).
5 http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/ (Accessed 01 December 2014).
6 www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/mapping_projects/icd9cm_to_snomedct.html
(Accessed 01 December 2014).
7 www.ihtsdo.org (Accessed 01 December 2014).
8 www.cismef.org (Accessed 01 December 2014).5.2. Evaluation of the decisions for mapping adaptation actions
We conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed heuristics on
mapping adaptation. The validation uses the materials presented
in Section 5.1. Therefore, this evaluation examines the mapping
adaptation behaviors, according to our suggested heuristic tech-
niques based on three mapping datasets (SCT-ICD9, SCT-NCI and
MeSH-ICD10). We performed the following experimental
procedure:
1. For each dataset, we apply the proposed framework. This allows
us to have the KOS diff, to select the mappings impacted by KOS
evolution (only source or target concepts affected per time), and
for the affected mappings, we calculate the sets of observed
mapping adaptation actions. We in fact use these observed
actions as our gold standard. Table 6 presents the number of
MAAs observed. According to the framework, the evaluation
does not consider those mappings where source and target con-
cepts simultaneously change in KOS evolution (assigned as
conﬂict).
2. Running the framework, we adapt the affected mappings
according to the modeled heuristics. Each mapping leads to a
nonempty set of MAAs. In fact, depending on the MAA, a unique
action is possible (e.g., when a mapping is removed). However,
one mapping can lead to several MAAs, for instance if it applies
a MoveM and a ModSemTypeR action. In particular, this experi-
ment aims at examining the proposed heuristics for mapping
adaptation. On this basis, we analyze the performance of each
type of MAA separately.
3. Given that we have sets of expected MAAs (calculated observ-
ing the evolution) and sets of proposed MAAs (resulting from
adapting mappings relying on the heuristics), we measure stan-
dard metrics of Precision, Recall and F-Measure for each different
type of MAA as follows:
We computed the Precision as the number of MAAs correctly
proposed by the adaptation mechanism in contrast to the
expected MAAs (observing mapping evolution), over the total
number of proposed MAAs:
Table 6
Results of the heuristics evaluation for mapping adaptation. This table presents the results of applying MAAs based on the designed heuristics. We use metrics of Precision, Recall
and F-Measure between expected MAAs and proposed sets of MAAs running our mapping adaptation mechanism (cf. Eqs. (16)–(18)). We calculate cases where the type of MAA
and its argument (candidate concept forMoveM and DeriveM or semType forModSemTypeR action) are correct compared with the expected ones (denoted with symbol N); as well
as cases where only the type of MAA is correct (denoted with symbol O). The MAA-AllTogether presents results for each dataset considering all types of MAA, and Overall for all
datasets.
MAA Dataset #MAA Precision Recall F-Measure
MoveM SCT-ICD9 635 0.47N;0.55O 0.47N;0.56O 0.47N;0.55O
SCT-NCI 4 0.10N;0.13O 0.75N;1.0O 0.18N;0.23O
MeSH-ICD10 0 N/A N/A N/A
DeriveM SCT-ICD9 747 0.41N;0.54O 0.40N;0.52O 0.40N;0.53O
SCT-NCI 14 0.0N;0.0O 0.0N;0.0O 0.0N;0.0O
MeSH-ICD10 21 0.30 N;0.40O 0.75N;1.0O 0.43N;0.58O
ModSemTypeM SCT-ICD9 383 0.27N;0.45O 0.31N;0.53O 0.29N;0.49O
SCT-NCI 0 N/A N/A N/A
MeSH-ICD10 0 N/A N/A N/A
RemoveM SCT-ICD9 187 0.56N;0.56O 0.76N;0.76O 0.65N;0.65O
SCT-NCI 316 0.69N;0.69O 0.67N;0.67O 0.68N;0.68O
MeSH-ICD10 6 0.75N;0.75O 0.50N;0.50O 0.60N;0.60O
NoAction SCT-ICD9 9031 0.94N;0.94O 0.94N;0.94O 0.94N;0.94O
SCT-NCI 5595 0.98N;0.98O 0.84N;0.84O 0.90N;0.90O
MeSH-ICD10 249 0.77N;0.77O 0.96N;0.96O 0.86N;0.86O
MAA-AllTogether SCT-ICD9 10983 0.85N;0.87O 0.86N;0.88O 0.86N;0.87O
SCT-NCI 5929 0.84N;0.84O 0.83N;0.83O 0.83N;0.83O
MeSH-ICD10 276 0.72N;0.73O 0.95N;0.95O 0.82N;0.82O
Overall 17188 0.85N;0.86O 0.85N;0.86O 0.85N;0.86O
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#proposedMAA
ð16ÞRecall was computed as the number of correctly proposed MAAs
over the total number of expected MAAs:Recall ¼ #correctlyProposedMAA
#expectedMAA
ð17ÞThe F-measure refers to the harmonic mean of Precision and
Recall.F-measure ¼ 2 Precision Recall
Precisionþ Recall ð18Þ4. To rigorously evaluate the proposed actions, we suggest two
types of measures denoted by the symbols N and O (cf.
Table 6). This distinction remains particularly relevant for eval-
uating the MoveM, DeriveM and ModSemTypeR actions. The
symbol N expresses the Precision, Recall and F-Measure when
for a given mapping, the proposed MAA and its argument are
both correct compared to the expected MAAs (i.e., the mapping
adaptation proposes the adequate MAA type in addition to the
correct candidate concept or semantic relation). On the other
hand, the symbol O represents cases in which for a given map-
ping, only the type of MAA is correct, but not its argument.
Note that there might exist a tendency of having lower values
of N compared to O, because the measure N requires taking into
account more constraints. For example, for a given mapping
that we observe a MoveM with a concept cobs in context, if for
this mapping, the adaptation mechanism allows proposing a
MoveM for the concept cobs, we thus measure Precision, Recall
and F-Measure related to N (i.e., right action and argument).
Otherwise, if for this mapping, only theMoveM is correctly pro-
posed (instead of any other MAA), but with a different concept
than cobs, we assign this case to O (i.e., right action, but wrong
argument according to the evolution of the given mapping).
Similarly, we calculate the cases of N and O for theModSemTypeR to indicate that the semantic type needs to
change and what will be the new type (N indicates the cases
for the correct new type and O indicates the measure for the
wrong new type of semantic relation).
5. We calculate the MAA-AllTogether and the Overall results in the
evaluation (cf. Table 6). The MAA-AllTogether refers to the
Precision, Recall and F-Measure for each dataset, independent
of the type of MAAs, i.e., we put the results of all MAAs together
for each dataset. The Overall stands for the total measure con-
cerning all datasets (independently of MAA types and datasets).
Table 6 presents the obtained results on adapting mappings
based on the heuristics for each type of actions and datasets.
Move mapping. For the MoveM action, Table 6 shows that
results remain reasonable for the dataset SCT-ICD9, but decrease
for SCT-NCI even though the Recall remains high. However, the
expected cases of MoveM in SCT-NCI are much fewer than in
SCT-ICD9. This result reveals that the heuristics for MoveM can
work better for one dataset than for other in terms of F-Measure.
We could not observe MoveM in the dataset MeSH-ICD10. Due to
the fact that the difference of results between N and O stands for
a relatively low value, we notice that mostly when the adaptation
system proposes MoveM actions, this leads to an adequate candi-
date concept in the context. We present examples of right
MoveM actions and a wrong one extracted by observing the execu-
tion of the experiment.
We ﬁrst present a scenario of correct proposition of MoveM by
the modeled heuristics. In the dataset SCT-NCI, we observe the
mapping between ‘128829008’ – ‘‘Acute myeloid leukemia, 11q23
abnormalities (morphologic abnormality)’’ and ‘C6924’ –
‘‘Acute_Myeloid_Leukemia_with_11q23_MLL_Abnormalities’’. When
analyzing the evolution of the concept ‘C6924’ (in NCI), the map-
ping adaptation method identiﬁes a Total Transfer regarding the
best relevant attribute (‘‘Acute Myeloid Leukemia with 11q23
Abnormalities’’) and a Total Copy of another relevant attribute.
Both LCPs relate to the same candidate concept ‘ C82403’ –
‘‘Acute_Myeloid_Leukemia_with_t_9_11_p22_q23_MLLT3-MLL’’ in
the new KOS version. The adaptation correctly proposes a MoveM
action towards this candidate concept according to the expected
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candidate concept.
Analyzing the mapping in the dataset SCT-NCI between
‘87148003’ – ‘‘Amphetamine sulfate (substance)’’ and ‘C28822’ –
‘‘Amphetamine’’, affected by the evolution of the NCI, the mapping
adaptation identiﬁes a Total Copy between the attribute
‘‘Amphetamine Sulfate’’ in ‘C28822’ and a candidate attribute ‘‘L-
Amphetamine Sulfate’’ in concept ‘C95316’, belonging to the new
version of the NCI. Through the KOS diff, it also detects that other
synonym attributes are deleted. On this basis, the mapping adapta-
tion proposes a MoveM action to this mapping (mainly due to the
Total Copy LCP), but a NoAction is expected according to the refer-
ence actions. We could ﬁnd other examples where an LCP involving
a Total Copy led to a MoveM action, which does not appear in this
case. We observe that much more frequently, theMoveM correlates
to the Total Transfer type of LCP.
Derive mapping. The achieved results for the DeriveM action
remain slightly lower, compared to theMoveM. The DeriveM action
involves more difﬁculties because for a given mapping, the adapta-
tion mechanism proposes not only a unique DeriveM, but several
ones. We could observe cases of DeriveM for the three datasets,
but the number of cases changes, which also refers to the propor-
tional difference in terms of size of the studied datasets (cf.
Table 6), i.e., we might observe more DeriveM actions in a bigger
dataset. In particular, while we observe 747 cases of DeriveM for
SCT-ICD9, this number remains 14 and 21 for SCT-NCI and
MeSH-ICD10, respectively. The results for SCT-ICD9 present a rea-
sonable quality, similar to MoveM, as well as for the measures N
and O. For SCT-NCI, while the adaptation system could propose
DeriveM actions, it failed to determine correct cases. Therefore,
similar to the MoveM action, we observe that conditions for the
actions modeled into the heuristics partially diverge according to
the studied datasets. This aspect may be related to the mainte-
nance and matching process when creating the mappings as well
as the granularity of involved KOSs for each dataset.
Modify type of semantic relation. The ModSemTypeM type of
action is the hardest to evaluate. In fact, Table 6 shows that we
could not observe this type of action in two out of the three data-
sets. The SCT-NCI stands for a dataset containing only equivalent
relations in mappings. In SCT-ICD9, where we ﬁnd some cases of
ModSemTypeM MAAs, obtained results did not favor observing
that our proposed heuristics, to adapt the type of semantic rela-
tion, can frequently suggest the adequate semType in mapping
adaptation.
The involved adaptation difﬁculties refer to the fact that we
have two situations to propose the adequate type of action and
type of semantic relation (cf. equations for: (12) and (13)). One
has been related to the original mapping (cf. Eq. (12)), and the
other has referred to an adapted mapping proposed in correspon-
dence with a candidate concept at time jþ 1 (cf. Eq. (13)), i.e., in
addition to proposing the adequate candidate, the semType con-
necting this concept with the target concept must be correct.
Therefore, if the mapping adaptation fails to determine the correct
candidate, the system will also incorrectly imply the semType. This
creates a more challenging adaptation scenario.
Moreover, our series of experiments in previous research allow
observing that in several cases where the action ModSemTypeM
occurs in the dataset SCT-ICD9, it is not related to the evolution
of the source or target concept in terms of the removal KOS change
operation or complex KOS changes. When this is not the case, new
attributes are added to a source or target concept, and the semType
changes. These facts suggest that the changed semType results from
a new alignment between source and target KOS (in the mainte-
nance process), but it is not the consequence of the evolution of
the interrelated concepts.Therefore, taking for granted that the type of semantic relation
in mappings only changes due to the evolution of source or target
(assumption explored in this article) seems not to happen very fre-
quently in the studied datasets. In addition, considering the new
mapping release version as a real gold standard can also create dif-
ﬁculties in our evaluation. The new mapping version is an evolu-
tion, but not a real designed gold standard reference. As a
consequence, although a possible semType proposed via the heuris-
tics can be different from the one observed in the new mapping
version, it could still be correct from the semantic point of view
by analyzing source and target concepts. This must require the
intervention and supplementary evaluations involving domain
experts. We present examples of applied ModSemTypeM actions
that can help us illustrate the difﬁculties of adaptation and of the
validation.
In the dataset SCT-ICD9, we observe a mapping between
‘268838005’ – ‘‘Neonatal dacryocystitis or conjunctivitis due to
Escherichia coli (disorder)’’ which is more speciﬁc than (6) ‘041.4’
– ‘‘Escherichia coli [E.coli]’’. The mapping adaptation identiﬁes a
Total Copy between the attributes ‘‘Escherichia coli [E.coli]’’ and
‘‘Escherichia coli [E. coli] NOS’’ (attribute newly added in the concept
‘041.49’ from the context). A SCP of type LSP (>) is also recognized,
which led the system to propose a MoveM and a ModSemTypeR
action. According to the expected actions for this mapping, the
MoveM was correctly identiﬁed for this concept in the context.
However, even though a ModSemTypeR is also observed from the
reference actions, the proposed type of semantic relation differed.
Our heuristics proposed a Partial Match (), because it combined
the semantic type Pfrom the original mapping (inverting source
and target concepts because we analyze the evolution of ICD9)
with the LSP(>) of the semantic change pattern, which led to a
Partial Match () (cf. Eq. (13)). The expected type of semantic rela-
tion observed is the equivalent () (i.e., ‘268838005’ – ‘‘Neonatal
dacryocystitis or conjunctivitis due to Escherichia coli (disorder)’’ is
judged equivalent to ‘041.49’ – ‘‘Other and unspeciﬁed Escherichia
coli [E. coli]’’ in the evolved mapping of reference).
Remove mapping.We can observe acceptable results related to
the RemoveM action (cf.Table 6). Results do not vary strongly
according to the datasets, and we achieve a minimal F-Measure
of 0.60. This underscores that taking the removal of the best rele-
vant attribute into account plays a relevant role in the heuristics
for RemoveM action.
No action applied. The NoAction MAA refers to the type of
action with the highest quantity of expected actions, according to
the observed MAAs (cf. Table 6), and compared to other types of
MAAs. Results point out a great effectiveness of the heuristics
related to this action for all datasets. In accordance to previous
experiments, the obtained ﬁndings reveal that even though source
or target concepts are affected by some KOS change, if relevant
attributes keep unchanged, associated mappings will also stay
unchanged. The good results with respect to this heuristics allow
domain experts to concentrate only on a very small portion of
mappings (compared to the whole set of initial mappings), which
refers to more difﬁcult adaptation scenarios that may request
human intervention.
MAA-AllTogether and overall results. To have an overall sense
of the mapping adaptation quality based on the heuristics, we ana-
lyze the results by combining all types of actions and the datasets.
The obtained results indicate that F-measure for all datasets remain
relatively high in the global analysis effectiveness (minimum of
0.82 in the dataset MeSH-ICD10). The NoAction has a high impact
on these results, since this is the dominating action set with the
highest number of expected ones. These results highlight that
despite the difﬁculties of applying some types of actions, the over-
all results remain acceptable and promising. Furthermore, this
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adequate conditions for the application of adequate actions. To
improve the results related to some speciﬁc actions requests inves-
tigating supplementary unknown elements that still may inﬂuence
the MAAs, as well as how to combine these elements.5.3. Evaluation of the framework performance
This research globally evaluates the performance of the pro-
posed framework by adapting mappings between biomedical
KOSs over the studied datasets of biomedical KOS mappings. For
this purpose, for each one of the KOS mapping datasets, we
adapted the ﬁrst release of mappings with the proposed frame-
work. We used the second release as reference mappings to evalu-
ate the quality of the adapted mappings. To ensure consistency in
the conducted validation, we further processed the reference
mappings.
The considered reference mappings are not wholly gold stan-
dard as we already discussed, i.e., these mappings are not com-
plete, and curators manually correct them by also modifying
correspondences associated with concepts unaffected by KOS
changes (observations from our previous experiments).
Therefore, we eliminate such mappings since they do not change
due to KOS changes. Moreover, we remove from the reference
mappings all those mappings assigned as conﬂict (i.e., cases when
KOS evolution impacts both source and target concepts).Fig. 14. Results of the mapping adaptation quality for SCT-ICD9, SCT-NCI MeSH-ICD10 an
of Precision, Recall and F-Measure. We calculate these metrics taking into account the obse
mappings resulting from the application of the DyKOSMap framework (proposed ones). To
top right side for the dataset SCT-NCI, and the bottom left side for the dataset MeSH-ICD1
Unaffected refer to the set of mappings unaffected by KOS evolution based on our mappi
mappings the outcomeM1ST , which refers to the set of unaffected mappings in additionTo assess the quality of the adapted mappings with respect to
the reference mappings, we calculated the standard metrics of
Precision, Recall and F-Measure similar to Eqs. (16)–(18). We com-
puted the Precision as the number of mappings correctly proposed
by the adaptation framework in contrast to the expected reference
mappings (we verify source and target concepts as well as the
semType to identify the exact correct mappings), over the total
number of adapted mappings.
We propose two conﬁgurations to examine the mapping adap-
tation method. First, we calculate Precision, Recall and F-Measure
for the set of unaffected mappings Munaffected (stable correspon-
dences) in the adapted mappings (Unaffected in Fig. 14). Having
this basic reference remains relevant (baseline) for the analysis
to which extent our adaptation approach contributes to relevant
mappings. Second, we evaluate the outcome set of updated map-
pingsM1ST , which refers to the ﬁnal resulting set of adapted map-
pings (i.e., Madapted, adaptation of mappings considering the
evolution of source and target KOSs) summed up with the stable
part Munaffected (Adapted in Fig. 14). Similar to the experiment
reported in Section 5.2, this evaluation uses the following values
for the thresholds in our change pattern recognition algorithms
and heuristics: s ¼ 0:7; c ¼ 0:9 and a ¼ s. In addition, we used
three as the number of relevant attributes.
Fig. 14 presents the quality of the mapping adaptation results
for SCT-ICD9 (top left) and SCT-NCI (top right). For both datasets,
we observe that the basic quality of Unaffected mappings remains
very high, as our adaptation approach promotes the reuse ofd General analysis. This ﬁgure shows the evaluation results with respect to metrics
rvable mappings of the new mapping release (expected ones) compared to the set of
p left side of the ﬁgure presents the adaptation results for the dataset SCT-ICD9, the
0. The bottom right side of the ﬁgure illustrates the general analysis. The results for
ng adaptation method (i.e.,Munaffected). The results for Adapted consider as proposed
to the set of adapted mappings (i.e.,Munaffected [Madapted).
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all the more true for the SCT-ICD9 dataset, where the set of map-
pings is much bigger than SCT-NCI.
Comparing to the Unaffected in both datasets, the quality of
mapping adaptation provided by the framework slightly decreases
the Precision and considerably increases the Recall (Adapted scenar-
io). This difference remains more signiﬁcant for the SCT-NCI
because the Recall of Unaffected is lower than SCT-ICD9.
The F-Measure is higher compared to the Unaffected scenario for
both datasets. This is due to the fact that our mapping adaptation
framework not only reuses unaffected mappings, but can further
improve Recall with relatively high Precision thanks to the imple-
mented mapping adaptation workﬂow based on the designed
heuristics.
Fig. 14 also presents the quality of the mapping adaptation
results for the MeSH-ICD10 (bottom left) and the overall outcome
taking all datasets together (bottom right). For the dataset MeSH-
ICD10, results shows a slightly lower performance compared to
SCT-ICD9 and SCT-NCI (i.e., smaller contribution of Adapted),
because the difference in terms of F-measure between Unaffected
and Adapted remains lower than in the other analyzed datasets.
However, the MeSH-ICD10 is a smaller dataset, which decreases
the number of affected mappings by KOS evolution and conse-
quently the number of mappings requiring adaptation (i.e., it
restricts the contribution of the Adapted compared to the
Unaffected). On the other hand, this aspect favors achieving a great
Precision.
The General results combine the performance of the framework
for all datasets. This shows the overall high effectiveness of the
DyKOSMap approach for mapping adaptation. These results could
be improved by reﬁning the mapping adaptation techniques and
handling new added concepts that can result in new correspon-
dences in the reference mappings.6. Discussion
The dynamics of large KOSs make their alignment and mainte-
nance hardly processable by human experts, which impacts the
ﬁnal quality of KOS mappings over time. In this article, we pro-
posed a formal framework to address the mapping adaptation
problem. We proposed mapping adaptation actions suited to per-
form changes in mappings and in modeled heuristics representing
case scenarios for applying the suggested actions. This study
achieved experimental results evaluating the execution of the
framework with several datasets of mappings between biomedical
KOSs.
This article demonstrated that it is possible to combine KOS
evolution (in particular the proposed change patterns) and the
interpretation of mapping relying on concept attributes to adapt
KOS mappings. This research originally showed that adapting map-
pings based on the concept attribute level may enable ﬁne grained
decisions of adaptation. However, it can also lead to issues related
to adaptation conﬂicts that might require human intervention.
The experimental validation reported on the results of the sug-
gested heuristics’ effectiveness to adapt mappings affected by KOS
evolution. This investigation evaluated the proposed actions
according to the heuristics in contrast to the evolution of real-
world mappings (our considered gold standard). The conducted
assessment allowed us to point out the strengths and limitations
of the approach and of the proposed heuristics implemented in
the framework. Furthermore, we demonstrated the overall perfor-
mance of the approach over datasets of different characteristics
and sizes.
We conducted experiments to evaluate the quality of mapping
adaptation, applying the framework examining the adaptationthrough individual application of each type of mapping adaptation
action. The ﬁndings showed that our proposal performs better for
some types of actions than for others, and overall results slightly
vary according to the different studied datasets, showing a reason-
able efﬁciency of the proposal for different datasets in the biomed-
ical domain. We demonstrated that our approach remains
applicable where mappings can be explained by the textual attri-
butes denoting concepts.
More speciﬁcally, we ﬁrstly showed the viability of adapting
mappings based on the MAAs and modeled heuristics. Secondly,
we experimentally demonstrated to which extent our approach
enables to automatically adapt mapping with quality. The ﬁndings
indicated that our mapping adaptation approach contributes and
improves the quality of mappings compared to the set of unaf-
fected mappings (stable part of mappings not impacted by KOS
evolution).
The initial evaluation focusing on the performance of mapping
adaptation actions (Section 5.2) revealed deeper differences in
terms of results performance among the studied datasets. In con-
trast, the overall results achieved in the framework analysis
(Section 5.3) pointed out more similar results among them, even
though the studied datasets refer to both ofﬁcial and unofﬁcial
mappings. This relies on the fact that the unaffected mappings part
refers to the biggest part of input mappings, and in the adapted
mappings updated, the NoAction achieves a very good performance
representing the majority of the mappings. The types of actions
where we could observe more result disparities between the data-
sets have a lower frequency, which consequently performs a minor
impact in this evaluation.
We observe that the way the mapping datasets under study are
maintained (without considering KOS evolution) mostly affects the
obtained results concerning the ModSemTypeR action. In fact, a dif-
ference exists between our viewpoint of adaptation, such that
changes in mappings must be the consequence of KOS evolution,
and the maintenance process of the datasets, which applies
changes on mappings independent of KOS evolution. This pre-
vented us from adequately evaluating to which extent the heuris-
tics for ModSemTypeR can leverage mapping adaptation and refers
to the key limitation of this study.
Further experimental evaluations require more specialized gold
standards and shall involve domain experts to obtain a more
reﬁned validation of heuristics for ModSemTypeR actions.
Nevertheless, the obtained results allow us to afﬁrm that our pro-
posal remains able to adapt mappings when mapping evolution
follows KOS evolution. The treatment of cases out of this assump-
tion demands future studies.
Future perspectives also involve further investigations of
approaches for handling the addition of concepts to achieve a more
complete resulting set of mappings, but without calculating a
matching operation with the whole target KOS. We propose to
study ways of reﬁning the deﬁned heuristics based on the feedback
of experts while validating the adapted mappings, as well as ways
for supporting and facilitating mapping validation by domain
experts based on the adaptation results. This means investigating
mechanisms able to learn from observations and to improve the
heuristics over time, exploring techniques like machine learning.7. Conclusion
This article presented the complete DyKOSMap framework to
adapt KOS mappings, developing a novel-concept attribute-driven
approach to mapping adaptation. This study addressed the adapta-
tion of mappings to better and easily maintain their semantic
validity. The proposal can adapt mappings largely automatically
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maintenance of KOS mappings.
The framework demonstrated an original solution suited to
adapt mappings based on the analysis of existing correspondences
and KOS evolution. Our investigation showed how to reuse stable
mappings and how to handle the evolution of both interrelated
KOSs. We proposed ways to adapt KOS mappings affected by KOS
evolution via mapping adaptation actions, and we formalized
heuristics that model conditions to trigger the different types of
actions. We implemented a mapping adaptation method to grab
the required statements from affected mappings and KOS changes
in order to make decisions over mapping adaptation actions based
on the modeled heuristics.
This research on mapping adaptation highlighted several con-
tributions to the mapping maintenance problem. Through the pro-
posed approach and conducted experimental validation, we point
out that the deﬁned framework can facilitate the work of end-users
in charge of maintaining mappings, because it can adequately
adapt mappings in addition to detecting stable and conﬂicting
mappings following KOS evolution. This minimizes the work of
these users, supporting them in dealing with a huge number of
available mappings interconnecting KOSs. The framework there-
fore refers to a relevant support for the adaptation of mappings
into a more automatic process. Hence, we conclude that domain
expert users in charge of the mapping maintenance task beneﬁt
from this framework.Conﬂict of interest
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